
on the surface

it looks like a

simple

yes / no

 issue

Is Neopaganism

Cultural Diffusion 

or 

Misappropriation?

Most modern Neopagans were not born into and grew up within

a Neopagan cutlure, so is their adoption of cultural elements

from outside their birth culture a case of cultural diffusion or is

it just the misappropriation of another culture's practices?

an increasing

number of

2nd-gens

main 1

old enough to

be giving birth to

3rd-gens

modern

recontructions

using traditional

ideas in the

reconstruction

but aren't

part of a

traditional culture

 Is there a dividing 

line and if so, 

where does it lie?

especially

true for

 1st-gens

but it's more

complicated

Neopaganism is

old enough to be 

multi-generational

anthropology

archeology

history

intro



traditional cultures

dominant Western culture (the 800 lb, insane gorilla in the room)

comparing 

potatoes and 

tomatoes

related but not 

very closely

Cultural Diffusion

—

anthropology

the spread of cultural items — such as ideas, 

styles, religions, technologies, languages,

etc. between individuals, either from one

culture to another, or within a culture

combine

etic and emic

viewponts trying

to remain

value neutral

eticemic

long somewhat 

embarassing 

history of biased 

value judgements

condescending -

primitive, simple, 

uncomplicated

derogatory -

unenlightened, 

backwards, 

savages

gotten better -

"going native" is 

not only OK, but 

practically required

more description

& less

interpretation,

speculation

for anthropology 

it's all Cultural 

Diffusion

to paraphase

Harry Truman

"the buck

passes here"

because 

Misappropriation

is a philosophical

category

it belongs to a

subcategory of 

philosophy - ethics

ethics are

not morals

both morals and ethics, describe behavior in 

reference to right and wrong. modern usage 

assigns moral to behavior dictated by internal 

standards and ethical to behavior dictated by 

external standards.

1 - unconscious

biases expressed

in wording used

2 - following

other agendas

& axes to grind

(Golden Bough)

culture is:

local,

constructed,

& learned

morals & ethics

the adoption of elements of one culture by 

members of a different culture;

specifically, the use by cultural outsiders of

 a minority culture's cultural elements

refers to the adoption of cultural elements,

taken from minority cultures by members of

the dominant culture, and using them

outside their original cultural context

remember the

complexity of

etic & emic views

in anthropology?

commodification

of culture

—

spirituality

why is it being 

done?

for original 

purpose, for 

presevation, for 

commodification

who is it being 

done for?            

spectator or

participant

tourism?

consumer 

expectations 

control 

presentation

consumers have 

multiple reasons 

for "buying"

external

others

internal

—

heritage

commodification

main 2

self-improvement

"just trying it on"

tourism

many minority

cultures are

traditional

intro

modification of relationships, formerly untainted by commerce, into commercial relationships

main 1
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dominant Western culture (the 800 lb, insane gorilla in the room)

traditional cultures

dominant Western culture (the 800 lb, insane gorilla in the room)

a main virtue

—

sincerity

a main virtue

—

authenticity

social control

—

shame-based

social control

—

guilt-based

externally

focused, the

social - us

internally

focused, the

individual - me

strong ethics*

—

weak morals

(*within the group)

strong morals

—

weak ethics

the quality or state of being sincere;

honesty of mind or intention

freedom from simulation, hypocrisy,

disguise, or false pretense

the quality of being genuine

or not corrupted from the original

truthfulness of origins, attributions,

commitments, sincerity, and intentions

ethical

decision tree

market or

subsistance

economy

capitalist

economy

internal usage

& exchange

— reciprocity

trade

in isolation

— advantage

people

interdependence

global finance

profits

main 1

intellectual 

property rights

who owns

cultural

inventions?

so what

do we do?

indigenous people have folklore not culture;

they exercise superstitions not religions;

they speak dialects not languages;

they manufacture craftwork not art

(sounds familiar?)

tied to 

identity & values

these attitudes often lead to

a misuse of indigenous culture

as only the possibility to

generate profit is of interest

cultural diversity

is threatened by

capitalist attitudes 

understand that it's up to an

individual and the members* of each

culture to negotiate an understanding

(*some members may not agree)

remember

practice does not 

automatically 

mean inclusion

culture belongs

to all the people

main 2



Dominant Culture

Culture A Culture B
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    Birth   Culture

Dominant Culture

Birth Culture
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Dominant Culture

Current Culture

Current Culture

Birth Culture

Actor B

Birth Culture

Actor B

morals

ethics

ethics

s(w)e-

 Pronoun of the third person;

 appearing in various forms referring

 to the social group as an entity

 (relative, blood relation, same)

morals

mē-1

 Expressing certain qualities of mind

 (mood, mind, disposition)

morals

morals

mē-1

 Expressing certain qualities of mind

 (mood, mind, disposition)

morals

—

implicit

ethics

—

explicit

morals

—

implicit

Philosophical

Culture(s)

Religious

Culture

Philosophical

Culture(s)

Religious

Culture

religion

—

belief

practices

philosophy

—

wisdom

knowledge



Is it misappropriation

of culture?

Do you use ideas,

practices, or things from

a particular culture?

Do you understand

the culture?

Do you respect

the culture?

Are you willing

 learn about

the culture?

yes

no

yes

Are you

commodifying

the culture?

Are you a member

of that culture?

no

Are you

commodifying

your culture?

Do you want to become

a member of the culture?

Problematic

Cultural

Diffusion

no

Misappropriation

of Culture

yes

yes

Preservation

of Culture

yes

no yes

no yes

Cultural

Diffusion

no

yes

Not an issue no

Are you the only

 one who benefits?
yesno

Acceptable behavior

Questionable behavior

Unacceptable behavior

Doesn't Apply

This decision tree indicates how 

you're likely to be perceived within 

the framework of negotiated 

situational ethics*.

* 1)  Ethics are always negotiated

   2) When the situation changes

       they must be renegotiated

Are you

commodifying

the culture?

yes
no

Key questions

Do you respect

your culture?
yes

Problematic

Cultural

Diffusion

no

no Not an issue

Are you

commodifying

your culture?

yes

Problematic

Cultural

Diffusion

Not an issue

no

Not an issue
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